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SPONSORED AVA AVAILABLE AT MISSION.COM

DWYANE WADE MAN ON A MISSION!
HOW HE STAYS FIT, ACTIVE AND COOL
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HER FRESH START AT 51

JEN FINALLY TALKS!

* Loneliness, anger & moving on
* Her surprising new dating rules

Plus: How she saved costar from tragedy
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NICOLE KIDMAN & ADOPTED DAUGHTER BELLA REUNITED AT LAST!
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Nicole Kidman & Adopted Daughter Bella

Finally Talks!

Her surprising new dating rules

Plus: How she saved costar from tragedy
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**THINGS WE’RE OBSESSED WITH**

**THE TRENDS A-LISTERS ARE LOVING**

**SAVE FACE**
Stay safe — and stylish! — with Concept AD’s face covers. Available in an array of bright colors and patterns, the masks are handmade in the USA using an organic cotton and polyester blend and are both reusable and washable. For every face cover sold, Concepts AD will match your purchase with a donation to frontline and essential workers. OK! readers can receive a 5 percent discount using the code OK5 at conceptsad.com/masks

**KEEP IT SMOOTH**
Make it feel like summertime no matter the weather with Ciroc Coconut. The five-times distilled vodka has a creamy, sweet coconut flavor with a hint of tropical fruit — just add seltzer for a refreshing sip under 100 calories. $29.99, drizly.com

**BENEFICIAL BITES**
Feast on yummy and healthy fare with Eat Sunny, a meal-delivery service that combines the principles of the Mediterranean diet with immunity-boosting superfoods. Each week’s menu showcases a range of cuisines and features dishes loaded with antioxidants, fiber, healthy fats and protein. And not only will you feel good, you’ll look good too, thanks to beautifying ingredients like collagen, hyaluronic acid, spirulina, biotin, amla berry and pearl and maca powders. From $170, eatsunny.com

**THE CAT’S MEOW**
Calling all feline parents: Are you fed up with lugging around heavy boxes of litter? Then switch to PrettyLitter, which is delivered straight to your door via a subscription service. Made with lightweight, absorbent crystals, the odor-controlled litter also manages your pet’s health by changing color if there’s a potential issue. Martha Stewart is a fan! From $22, prettypurr.com